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A personal computer based system has been developed to permit fast, efficient data 
collection from a relatively complex nuclear experiment. Incorporated into this system is 
die communication framework for on-line analysis of the incoming data. The system 
makes extensive use of readily available low cost Intel based microprocessors. Results are 
presented from recent measurements of the 160(y,n) cross section made using tagged 
photons, performed at previously unachievable collection rates. 

1. Introduction 

Traditionally, data acquisition systems have been built around mini-computer systems. 

This is an expensive solution, and demands dedicated hardware support to achieve 

throughput. On the other hand, modern personal computers have similar power, open 

architecture, and are less expensive. There are however many challenges faced in 

adopting such a basis for a data acquisition system (DAS) . This paper reports on the 

progress made in developing a DAS, called BETTY. This is discussed in the context of 

our primary research program in photonuclear reaction studies. Towards the end of the 

paper, other areas of application are reported. 

The development of high duty factor linear accelerators has been accompanied by a 

resurgence of interest in the tagged-photon measurement technique1. The tagging method 

can provide a source of quasi-monochromatic high energy photons which is superior to 

that achievable with a bremmstrahlung beam. Early measurements of photoneutron and 

photoproton cross sections using tagged photons had poor statistics, because of the limited 

data collection rates2. To fully exploit the advantages of tagging, significant improvements 



in data-acquisition systems were required. 

2. System Architecture 

In the past, nuclear physics experiments have relied on uncorrelated Pulse Height Analysis 

(PHA) or simple event-by-event (EBE) data collection systems. As experiments have 

evolved, more demands have been placed on these existing systems. Sometimes novel 

techniques have been employed to utilise computer architecture which was cumbersome 

and obsolete. Particle physicist? on the other hand, have been able to directly influence 

the design of their support equipment. The large detector arrays have seen the 

development of standards such as CAMAC and FastBus to accommodate fast, efficient 

data transfer. In some respects, the requirements of nuclear physics experiments are 

rapidly approaching those of particle physics. It is now common for nuclear experiments 

to record hundreds of parameters per event, at event-rates in excess of lKhz. 

The speed of a DAS is limited more by the software than the hardware. The demands 

placed on hardware by operating systems such as VMS and UNIX in providing a multi

user environment, iimit the achievable response for DAS software. Furthermore, the choice 

of uV software language is critical in optimsing the system response. An ideal 

development language provides low-level access to hardware, but maintains high level 

functionality. 

In the past, most DAS relied heavily on the use of assembly code to achieve the 

throughput. A major portion of our DAS is written in ANSI C which compiles to efficient 

code. Only the device driver and data compression codes are written in assembler. An 

important benefit in using ' C is the efficiency with which data can be handled through 

the use of pointers. This is far superior to Fortran, the language on which many previous 

systems were built3. Another useful advantage of using ' C is the ability to include in-line 

assembly code within the high level source. Incorporating in-line code optimises time-

critical tasks, while retaining a reasonable amount of clarity in the program. 
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Figure 1 - An overview of the Data Acquisition System 



2.1 Device Drivers and the Low-Level Protocol 

The CAMAC hardware standard is currently adequate to accommodate the number of 

modules encountered in our experiments. However in designing the architecture of the 

DAS, we have been careful to not impose any strong links between the physical hardware 

platform and the rest of the system. 

This is achieved by layering, which allows efficient generic integration of different 

hardware platforms. For instance, if a different brand of CAMAC interface is used, only 

the very bottom layer of code need be modified. It is the responsibility of this layer to 

emulate any required function. In the following discussion, we assume that the CAMAC 

protocol is providing this lower layer. 

A device driver is responsible for implementing the Low Level Protocol (LLP) functions, 

which provide a general means of controlling hardware devices. Communication with the 

device driver is via a software interrupt. A variety of device drivers can be loaded or 

unloaded without the need to re-link the main program. This allows for the co-existence of 

inhomogeneous hardware systems. 

The device driver must respond to asynchronous requests from the data collection 

hardware. On occaisions, diese requests may occur while the operating system is busy. At 

these times only operating system calls which are re-entrant may be used. For example, if 

a disk write request is in progress, another request cannot be satisfied until the pending 

request has been completed. 

The LLP overcomes this limitation in the following manner. On initialisation, allocation of 

at least two buffers for incoming data is made. These buffers contain mail-box areas 

which allow communication with the executive. When a buffer is filled, the device driver 

immediately switches to the next available buffer. In the meantime, a message is posted to 

the executive requesting that the filled buffer be saved. In the case where no free buffers 

are available, the LLP executes a deadlock which halts data collection until one buffer has 

been cleared. At various times, the executive checks for save requests: because the 



executive runs in a well defined context, and thus may issue disk requests. It is 

responsible for saving buffers to disk, and if necessary, will attempt to clear a deadlock 

and restart data collection. Continuous deadlocking is an indication of insufficient 

bandwidth to sustain the incoming event rate. 

An important feature of the LLP is data compression using a fast and efficient algorithm. 

As each event block is collected, a bitmap is inserted into the stream. Each component of 

the event block is tested against a previously defined mask. If the result is true, the 

component is kept and a bit is set in the map. If the result is false, the component is 

discarded, and the block compressed. The most common application is to suppress ADC 

(Analogue to Digitial Convener) pedestals and TDC (Time to Digital Convener) timeout 

results. In our applications compression ratios better than 5:1 are achieved. This is shown 

in Fig. 2. 

If required, each event block is sent to a user-supplied procedure which permits 

preliminary tests of the data to be performed. The results of these can be used to filter out 

unwanted events and minimise the number of data being recorded; i.e. if the user routine 

rejects the event, the device driver simply discards the data. 

2.2 The Executive 

The executive is the heart of the data acquisition system. It is primarily responsible for 

managing all of the services, as well as communicating with the outside world. 

Sometimes, it may have to act automatically to resolve conflicts or errors. All requests to 

hardware and peripheral devices are co-ordinated by the executive. 

2.2.1 Tasking 

Experiments in physics extend over long periods, and require many operations to be 

performed repetitively and accurately. Unfortunately most microcomputer operating 



systems do not provide any 

degree of multi-tasking. Our 

DAS has its own internal 

tasking system which provides 

a mechanism for scheduling 

jobs to occur at a particular 

time. When the define*! time 

is reached, a job is said to be 

runnable. At regular intervals 

the task manager examines its 

schedule of jobs, and 

dispatches any job which has 

become runnable. As the 

system is non-pre-emptive, 

tasks should ensure that they 

execute in a reasonable 
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other tasks may be delayed. compression. 

Extensive use is made of the tasking system in BETTY. In fact, nearly all jobs run as 

tasks. Tasks may be treated individually, or in groups. This allows elaborate operations to 

be performed. For instance, as task whose responsibility is to move a target into position 

can block all 'data collection' tasks until it has completed its job. Similarly, tasks can 

create other tasks or even modify themselves. 

2.2.2 Command Language 

The Command Language Interface (CLI) is the primary means by which users can issue 

commands to the DAS. CLI commands can originate from a variety of sources, the most 

likely being the main keyboard. However, it is possible for existing tasks to pass 

commands to the CLI or even CLI commands to be executed from macro files. 

On receiving a complete command, the CLI parses the command line. The CLI has some 



very simple but useful internal functions. For example, a common requirement is for 

operators to enter file names during experiments. This can be easily automated in CLI by 

combining a string variable as the prefix and a numeric variable as the suffix. A task can 

then regularly increment the numeric variable and generate unique file names for data 

indentification. 

The CLI can also be used to record experimental configuration infomation and store this 

along with the data. This feature has proved to be invaluable during off-line analysis. 

2.23 The Controller 

All communication between the executive and device drivers is managed by the controller. 

Its function is to make appropriate LLP calls to the device driver to control the 

experiment. During system initialisation, the startup procedure (CLI) requests a particular 

device driver. The Controller begins a predefined search in attempt to locate this driver. 

Once found, a fast communication channel is opened, the device initialised and control is 

returned. During idle times, the Controller checks the communication channel for requests 

and dispatches them accordingly. 

Such requests may involve saving data to the mass storage device. Depending on the type 

of mass storage device, some buffering of data may take place. This is useful if streamer 

tape drives are being used as they require sustained operation for optimum performance. 

Prior to saving any data block, an additional layer of configuration information is added. 

Each packet is time and date stamped and a sequence marker added. In the unlikely event 

of corruption, it is possible to skip over damaged blocks of data. 

3. Hardware Requirements 

The design philosophy that has been adopted has assumed IBM PC/AT or compatible 

hardware and MS/PC-DOS. This is an attractive and cost efficient solution. Details are 

provided below of the configuration which served as the basis for most of the 

development (see Figure 3), and has thus been thoroughly tested. 



3.1 Data Collection 

All detectors and other devices are interfaced using CAM AC. A general purpose Kinetics 

Systems 3920 parallel crate controller resides in crate #1. This is interfaced to an IBM 

80286 by a Kinetics Systems 2925 card. A significant effort was spent on optimising the 

LLP device driver for the 2925, resulting in significant improved throughput compared 

with the manufacturer's expectations. 

In the CAMAC crate are various 

modules including ADCs.TDCs and 

SCALERS. The ADCs and TDCs 

receive data from scintillation 

detectors in event-by-event mode. The 

SCALER modules monitor the dose 

from the tagging spectrometer and are 

read at regular intervals (10s) by a CLI 

program. 

3.2 Mass Storage 

D EtwNti 

Most personal computers now contain 

an internal hard disk of significant 
capacity. In the majority of F ' gu r e 3 - The DAS development system 

experiments, this disk would be 

completely filled in a relatively short period of time. To address this problem, we 

considered an alternate means of mass storage. 

Recent technological breakthroughs have seen the development of high density 8mm 

video-tape drives and a large number of optical WORM (Write Once Read Many) drives. 

Nearly all of the mass storage devices are completely incompatible with one-another as no 

recording-format standard exists. In contrast, nearly all of these devices use the SCSI 

(Small Computer Systems Interface) for interfacing. 
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Most tape drives are supplied with a backup utility which can be used to archive the 

contents of the file system. This is not particularly useful, as it is unlikely that you would 

be able to maintain data collection while this is in progress. A standard (SDLP4) exists for 

SCSI commands to control tape drives. BETTY has internal drivers for SDLP compatible 

tape drivers. This includes ExaByte 8mm video tape drives which are clearly the most 

widely used high density tape drives. 

WORM optical drives are easily incorporated directly into the DOS operating system. 

Most vendors will supply a driver for this purpose. Once initialised, the WORM simply 

appears as another file system, hence is transparently available to BETTY. 

An alternative means of mass storage is via some network link. We have tested TCP/IP 

and NFS protocols across EtherNet links. In less demanding situations, they provide an 

excellent means of distributing data, especially to other processors in an on-line analysis 

environment. We use such links to send large ponions of incoming data to other nodes for 

on-line spectrum generation and analysis. 

4. Performance 

There are many factors which influence the overall performance of the system; some of 

these are intuitively obvious. An incorrect choice of personal computer can seriously 

degrade the system response. We have achieved our best results with NEAT based IBM 

compatibles. The NEAT chip set allows the CPU and DataBus clocks rates to be 

optimised independently independently. 

The greatest motivation for the DAS system developments resulted from limited financial 

resources. Because of this, the early measurements were performed with an 80286 based 

system. The results presented below were collected with this system. Upgrading to a 386 

or even 486 based CPU would provide a significant increase in performance. 

Since 1984 , the Melbourne Group has actively collaborated with Tohoku University, 

Sendai Japan in a series of photonuclear meaurements using the tagged photon facilties 

there. The limited data collection facilities that were available at that laboratory meant that 



the early results had poor statistics. Several attempts were made to enhance the existing 

system. Towards 1988 it became clear that another approach was necessary. The 

introduction of our DAS in 1989 significantly improved the possibilities to the extent that 

two independent tagged photon measurements were conducted concurrently. Furthermore, 

the improved response of me DAS made it possible to increase the incident beam flux by 

more than an order of magnitude. 

The DAS handled incoming data from both experiments. The increased photon flux 

resulted in improved statics on the data, a direct indication of which can be gauged by 

comparing the 1985 measurements of 160(Y,n) in Figure 4 with recent results obtained 

using the new DAS in Figure 5. The latter set indicates an eight-fold increase in the 

number of valid neutron events. 

In a recent paper Owens5 undertakes a detailed statistical analysis of tagged photon 

measurements. In particular, he places considerable emphasis on the need to conduct these 

experiments at the statistically optimum rate. We achieved this rate during the recent 

measurements. An unfortunate consequence of this is the vast increase in amount of data 

recorded. In 1985, our experiments produced on average 10-15Mb of data. In 1989 even 

with preliminary on-line rejection, more than 30Gb of data were recorded. Unfortunately, 

very little hardware triggering (a means of reducing the front-end event rate) has been 

developed. Recent advances in electronics will allow the development of sophisticated 

low-cost triggers in the near future. We are presently developing two sophisticated trigger 

systems for use in these experiments. Using these, we anticipate an order of magnitude 

reduction in the amount of data being recorded. 

5. Applications 

The DAS developed is not restricted to CAMAC-based applications. Having generalised 

the philosophy of hardware integration, we have been able to apply BETTY in a diverse 

range of applications. 

One of these has been in Axial Tomography. Many hardware suppliers provide very 
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Figure 6 - Comparision between the various data acquisition systems at Tohoku. 

impressive personal-computer-based MCA6 systems. In tomography, significant 

improvements in imaging may be achieved by exploiting annihilation gammas. However, 

none of the MCA systems provides a means for synchronising two or more ADC's in an 

event-by-event mode. We were easily able to interface four Canberra XXXX ADCs to the 

DAS using a National Seminconductor AT32DIO interface card. The system could be 

configured to run in singles mode, conincidence mode or even both simultaneously. As 

this was only a four paramter system, the sustainable event rates (to disk) have been in 

excess of 5KHz. 

Apart from high-speed applications, the DAS has also been applied to low event rate, long 

term measurements. The ability to schedule specific tasks, hours or even days in advance, 

allows good, systematic, experimental procedures to be realised. In one such environment, 

the DAS has continuosly monitored information from a cold fusion investigation for over 

six months. 



6. Summary 

A DAS system built around readily available personal computers has been demonstrated to 

have superior performance compared with similar mini-computer based systems. The open 

architecture of MS-DOS PCs, both hardware and software, has been exploited resulting in 

a cost-effective alternative high-throughput data acquisition system. The system uses 

readily available, off-shelf peripheral interfaces for mass storage. The flexibility of the 

system is been demonstrated by the diverse implementations. Significant benefits have 

been realised in using the system to collect data from photo-nuclear measurements at 

Tohoku University Tagging facility. 
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